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Upgrade to a General Class Ham Radio License NOW!It's quick and easy with this study guide

and the convenient question and answer format. This fourth edition of ARRL's General Q & A is

your authoritative guide to every question in the General (Element 3) question pool--everything

you need to pass your General Class Amateur Radio license exam! Using ARRL's General Q

& A is the best way to review for the exam with confidence. Upgrade and enjoy more frequency

privileges today!Pass the 35-question (Element 3) testIncludes the latest question pool with

answer key, for use through June 30, 2019Brief, clear explanations for all questionsFor more

detailed explanations, turn to The ARRL General Class License Manual.About ARRL: Founded

in 1914 by Hiram Percy Maxim, ARRL (American Radio Relay League) is the national

association for Amateur Radio in the US. Today, with more than 161,000 members, ARRL is

the largest organization of radio amateurs in the world. ARRL's mission is based on five pillars:

Public Service, Advocacy, Education, Technology, and Membership.



Copyright © 2015 by The AmericanRadio Relay League, Inc.Copyright secured under the Pan-

American ConventionInternational copyright secured.All rights reserved. No part of this work

may be reproduced in any form except by written permission of the publisher. All rights of

translation are reserved.Printed in the USAQuedan reservados todos los derechosFifth

EditionFirst PrintingThis book may be used for General license exams given beginning July 1,

2015. QST and the ARRL website () will have news about any rules changes affecting the

General class license or any of the material in this book.We strive to produce books without

errors. Sometimes mistakes do occur, however. When we become aware of problems in our

books (other than obvious typographical errors), we post corrections on the ARRL website. If

you think you have found an error, please check for corrections. If you don’t find a correction

there, please let us know by sending e-mail to pubsfdbk@arrl.org.eBooks created by
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ForewordCongratulations and welcome! If you have decided to upgrade to the General class

Amateur Radio license or are thinking about giving it a try, this book will help. Upgrading to

General will open up the world of shortwave communications and a wide range of Amateur

Radio bands and modes and activities — you won’t regret it! For more than 100 years, the

ARRL has helped Amateur Radio operators get the most out of their hobby by advancing their

operating and technical skills. You’ll find the ARRL license preparation materials to be the most

complete package available — designed to help you do much more than just pass the written

exam.All of the information you need to pass the Element 3 General class written exam is here

in the fifth edition of ARRL’s General Q&A. Each and every question in the General class

examination question pool is addressed with study material that explains the correct answer

and provides background information. If you can answer the questions in this book, you can

pass the written exam with confidence.In addition to this book, The ARRL General Class

License Manual is a detailed text reference that helps you understand the electronics theory,

operating practices and FCC rules. This not only helps you pass the exam, but makes you

more confident on the air and in your “shack.” There is also the online ARRL Exam Review for

Ham Radio to take randomly generated practice exams using questions from the actual

examination question pool. Go to .If you’d like to take part in one of Amateur Radio’s great

traditions (and have a lot of fun, too), the ARRL offers training resources, on-the-air code

practice and even a code-practice oscillator kit training for learning the Morse code. While

Morse proficiency is no longer required for you to get an Amateur Radio license, it remains

quite popular with amateurs for its efficiency and simple elegance.Visit the ARRL’s

comprehensive website at and browse the latest news about Amateur Radio, tap into the

wealth of services provided by the ARRL and look through the ARRL online catalog for



publications and supplies to support any activity.The fifth edition of ARRL’s General Q&A is the

product of cooperation between readers of the ARRL study materials and the ARRL staff. You

can help make this book better by providing your own feedback. After you have passed your

exam, please send your suggestions, questions and comments by e-mail to

pubsfdbk@arrl.org. Comments from readers are very important in making subsequent editions

more effective and useful to readers.Thanks for making the decision to upgrade — we hope to

hear you on the air soon, using your new General class privileges and enjoying more of

Amateur Radio. Good luck!David Sumner, K1ZZChief Executive OfficerNewington,

ConnecticutMarch 2015

What isAmateur Radio?Perhaps you’ve just picked up this book in the library or from a

bookstore shelf and are wondering what this Amateur Radio business is all about. Maybe you

have a friend or relative who is a “ham” and you’re interested in becoming one, as well. In that

case, a short explanation is in order.Amateur Radio or “ham radio” is one of the longest-lived

wireless activities. Amateur experimenters were operating right along with Marconi in the early

part of the 20th century. They have helped advance the state-of-the-art in radio, television,

wireless data and dozens of other communications services right up to the present day. There

are more than 700,000 amateur radio operators or “hams” in the United States alone and

several million more around the world!Amateur Radio in the United States is a formal

communications service, administered by the Federal Communications Commission or FCC.

Created officially in its present form in 1934, the amateur service is intended to foster

electronics and radio experimentation, provide emergency backup communications, encourage

private citizens to train and practice operating, and even spread the goodwill of person-to-

person contact over the airwaves.Who Is a Ham and What Do Hams Do?Anyone can be a ham

— there are no age limits or physical requirements that prevent anyone from passing their

license exam and getting on the air. Kids as young as 5 years old have passed the basic exam

and there are hams over the age of 100. You probably fall somewhere in the middle of that

range.Once you get on the air and start meeting other hams, you’ll find a wide range of

capabilities and interests. Of course, there are many technically skilled hams who work as

engineers, scientists or technicians. But just as many don’t have a deep technical background.

You’re just as likely to encounter writers, public safety personnel, students, farmers, truck

drivers — anyone with an interest in personal communications over the radio.The activities of

Amateur Radio are incredibly varied. Amateurs who hold the Technician class license — the

usual first license for hams in the US — communicate primarily with local and regional

amateurs using relay stations called repeaters. Known as “Techs,” they sharpen their skills of

operating while portable and mobile, often joining emergency communications teams. They

may instead focus on the burgeoning wireless data networks assembled and used by hams

around the world. Techs can make use of the growing number of Amateur Radio satellites, built

and launched by hams along with the commercial “birds.” Technicians transmit their own

television signals, push the limits of signal propagation through the atmosphere and

experiment with microwaves. Hams hold most of the world records for long-distance

communication on microwave frequencies, in fact!Hams who advance or upgrade to General

class are granted additional privileges to use the frequencies usually associated with

shortwave operation. This is the traditional Amateur Radio you may have encountered in

movies or books. On these frequencies, signals travel worldwide and so General and Extra

class amateurs can make direct contact with foreign hams. No Internet, phone systems, or

data networks are required. It’s just you, your radio, and the ionosphere — the upper layers of



the Earth’s atmosphere!Many hams use voice, Morse code, and computer-based digital modes

to communicate, engaging in conversation, participating in competitions, and exchanging text

and images. All of these signals are mixed together on the frequencies where hams operate,

making the experience of tuning a radio receiver through the crowded bands an interesting

experience.One thing common to all hams is that all of their operation is noncommercial,

especially the volunteers who provide emergency communications. Hams pursue their hobby

purely for personal enjoyment and to advance their skills, taking satisfaction from providing

services to their fellow citizens. This is especially valuable after natural disasters such as

hurricanes and earthquakes when commercial systems are knocked out for a while. Amateur

operators rush in to provide backup communication for hours, days, weeks or even months

until the regular systems are restored. All this from a little study and a simple exam!Want to

Find Out More?If you’d like to find out more about Amateur Radio in general, there is lots of

information available on the Internet. A good place to start is on the American Radio Relay

League’s (ARRL) ham radio introduction page, . Books such as Ham Radio for Dummies and

Getting Started With Ham Radio will help you “fill in the blanks” as you learn more.Supported

by books and web pages, there is no better way to learn about ham radio than to meet your

local amateur operators. It is quite likely that no matter where you live in the United States,

there is a ham radio club in your area — perhaps several! The ARRL provides a club lookup

web page at where you can find a club just by entering your Zip code or state. Carrying on the

tradition of mutual assistance, many clubs make helping newcomers to ham radio a part of

their charter.If it sounds like hams are confident that you’ll find their activities interesting, you’re

right! Amateur Radio is much more than just talking on a radio as you’ll find out. It’s an

opportunity to dive into the fascinating world of radio communications, electronics and

computers as deeply as you wish to go. Welcome!

When to ExpectNew BooksA Question Pool Committee (QPC) consisting of representatives

from the various Volunteer Examiner Coordinators (VECs) prepares the license question pools.

The QPC establishes a schedule for revising and implementing new Question Pools. The

current Question Pool revision schedule is as follows:As new question pools are released,

ARRL will produce new study materials before the effective date of the new pools. Until then,

the current question pools will remain in use and current ARRL study materials, including this

book, will help you prepare for your exam.As the new question pool schedules are confirmed,

the information will be published in QST and on the ARRL website at .

How to UseThis BookTo earn a General class Amateur Radio license, you must pass (or

receive credit for) FCC Elements 2 (Technician class) and 3 (General class). This book is

designed to help you prepare for and pass the Element 3 written exam. If you do not already

have a Technician class license, you will need study materials for the Element 2 (Technician)

exam.The Element 3 exam consists of 35 questions about Amateur Radio rules, theory and

practice, as well as some basic electronics. A passing grade is 74%, so you must answer 26 of

the 35 questions correctly.ARRL’s General Q&A has 10 sections that follow subelements G1

through G0 in the General class syllabus. The questions and multiple choice answers in this

book are printed exactly as they were written by the Volunteer Examiner Coordinators’

Question Pool Committee, and exactly as they will appear on your exam. (Be careful, though.

The position of the answers may be scrambled from that of the actual exam so you won’t be

able to simply memorize an answer letter for each question.) In this book, the letter of the

correct answer is printed in boldface type just before the explanation.The ARRL also maintains



a special web page for General class students at . The useful and interesting online references

and other supplemental information listed there put you one click away from related and useful

information. Be sure to visit that web page during your preparation for the exam.If you are

taking a licensing class, help your instructors by letting them know about areas in which you

need help. They want you to learn as thoroughly and quickly as possible, so don’t hold back

with your questions. Similarly, if you find the material particularly clear or helpful, tell them that,

too, so it can be used in the next class!What We Assume About YouYou don’t have to be a

technical guru or an expert operator to upgrade to General class! As you progress through the

material, you’ll build on the basicscience of radio and electricity you mastered for Technician.

No advancedmathematics is introduced and if math gives you trouble, tutorials are listed at . As

with the Technician license, mastering rules and regulations will require learning some new

words and a few numbers. You should have a basic calculator, which you’ll also be allowed to

use during the license exam.If you have some background in radio, perhaps as a technician or

trained operator, you may be able to skip over some of the sections. It’s common for technically-

minded students to focus on the rules and regulations while students with an operating

background tend to need the technical material more. Whichever you may be, be sure that you

can answer the questions because any of them may be on the test!ARRL’s General Q&A can

be used either by an individual student, studying on his or her own, or as part of a licensing

class taught by an instructor. If you’re part of a class, the instructor will set the order in which

the material is covered. The solo student can move at any pace and in any convenient order.

You’ll find that having a buddy to study with makes learning the material more fun as you help

each other over the rough spots.Don’t hesitate to ask for help! If you can’t find the answer in

the book or at the website, email your question to the ARRL’s New Ham Desk,

newham@arrl.org. The ARRL’s experts will answer directly or connect you with another ham

that can answer your questions.Online Practice ExamsWhile you’re studying and when you feel

like you’re ready for the actual exam you can get some good practice by taking an online

Amateur Radio practice exam. Practice exams are free and you can take them over and over

again in complete privacy. To get started, visit the ARRL Exam Review for Ham Radio web

page at .These exams are quite realistic and you get quick feedback about the questions you

didn’t answer correctly. When you find yourself passing the practice exams by a comfortable

margin, you’ll be ready for the real thing!

TestingProcessWhen you’re ready, you’ll need to find a test session. If you’re in a licensing

class, the instructor will help you find and register for a session. Otherwise, you can find a test

session by using the ARRL’s web page for finding exams, . If you can register for the test

session in advance, do so. Other sessions, such as those at hamfests or conventions, are

available to anyone that shows up or walk-ins. You may have to wait for an available space

though, so go early!As for all amateur exams, the General class exam is administered by

Volunteer Examiners (VEs). All VEs are certified by a Volunteer Examiner Coordinator (VEC)

such as the ARRL/VEC. This organization trains and certifies VEs and processes the FCC

paperwork for their test sessions.Bring your current license original and a photocopy (to send

with the application). You’ll need two forms of identification including at least one photo ID,

such as a driver’s license, passport or employer’s identity card. Know your Social Security

Number (SSN). You can bring pencils or pens, blank scratch paper and a calculator, but any

kind of computer or online device is prohibited.The FCC allows Volunteer Examiners (VEs) to

use a range of procedures to accommodate applicants with various disabilities. If this applies to

you, you’ll still have to pass the test, but special exam procedures can be applied. Contact your



local VE team or the Volunteer Examiner Coordinator (VEC) responsible for the test session

you’ll be attending. Or contact the ARRL/VEC Office at 225 Main St, Newington CT

06111-1494 or by phone at 860-594-0200.Once you’re signed in, you’ll need to fill out a copy

of the National Conference of Volunteer Examiner Coordinator’s (NCVEC) Quick Form 605.

This is an application for a new or upgraded license. It is used only at test sessions and for a

VEC to process a license renewal or a license change. Do not use an NCVEC Quick Form 605

for any kind of application directly to the FCC — it will be rejected. Use a regular FCC Form

605. After filling out the form, pay the current test fee and get ready.The ExamThe General test

takes from 30 minutes to an hour. You will be given a question booklet and an answer sheet.

Be sure to read the instructions, fill in all the necessary information and sign your name

wherever it’s required. Check to be sure your booklet has all the questions and be sure to mark

the answer in the correct space for each question.You don’t have to answer the questions in

order — skip the hard ones and go back to them. If you read the answers carefully, you’ll

probably find that you can eliminate one or more “distracters.” Of the remaining answers, only

one will be the best. If you can’t decide which is the correct answer, go ahead and guess.

There is no penalty for an incorrect guess. When you’re done, go back and check your answers

and double-check your arithmetic — there’s no rush!Once you’ve answered all 35 questions,

the Volunteer Examiners (VEs) will grade and verify your test results. Assuming you’ve passed

(congratulations!) you’ll fill out a Certificate of Successful Completion of Examination (CSCE).

The exam organizers will submit your results to the FCC while you keep the CSCE as evidence

that you’ve passed your General test.If you are licensed and already have a call sign, you can

begin using your new privileges immediately. When you give your call sign, append “/AG” (on

CW or digital modes) or “temporary AG” (on phone). As soon as your name and call sign

appear in the FCC’s database of licensees, typically a week to 10 days later, you can stop

adding the suffix. The CSCE is good for 365 days in case there’s a delay or problem with

license processing.If you don’t pass, don’t be discouraged! You might be able to take another

version of the test right then and there if the session organizers can accommodate you. Even if

you decide to try again later, you now know just how the test session feels — you’ll be more

relaxed and ready next time. The ham bands are full of hams who took their General test more

than once before passing. You’ll be in good company!FCC and ARRL/VEC Licensing

ResourcesAfter you pass your exam, the examiners will file all of the necessary paper-work so

that your license will be granted by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). In a few

days, you will be able see your new call sign in the FCC’s database via the ARRL’s website.

The FCC no longer routinely issues paper licenses, but will provide paper documents to

licensees upon request. You may print out an official authorization or an unofficial “reference

copy” from the ULS web page (see below).When you passed your Technician exam, you may

have applied for your FCC Federal Registration Number (FRN). This allows you to access the

information for any FCC licenses you may have and to request modifications to them. These

functions are available via the FCC’s Universal Licensing System website () and complete

instructions for using the site are available at .The ARRL/VEC can also process license

renewals and modifications for you as described at .
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The ARRL General Class License Manual, Pass Your Amateur Radio General Class Test - The

Easy Way: 2019-2023 Edition (EasyWayHamBooks Book 4), The ARRL Operating Manual for

Radio Amateurs; Volume 1 and 2, The ARRL Ham Radio License Manual, ARRL's Tech Q&A,

ARRL's Extra Q&A, The ARRL Operating Manual for Radio Amateurs; Volume 3 and 4, The

ARRL Extra Class License Manual, Portable Operating for Amateur Radio, The ARRL

Handbook for Radio Communications; Volume 1: Introduction and Fundamental Theory,

Understanding Basic Electronics, Ham Radio For Dummies, The ARRL Handbook for Radio

Communications; Volume 5: Equipment Construction & Station Accessories, The ARRL

Handbook for Radio Communications; Volume 4: Antenna Systems & Radio Propagation, The

ARRL Antenna Book for Radio Communications; Volume 1: Antenna Fundamentals, The ARRL

Handbook for Radio Communications; Volume 3: Practical Design & Principles PART 2

Mary B., “Great Book for people having problems with concepts!. I bought this for a class I was

taking and it really helped. It has the full question pool and great explanations for all the

questions. It includes pictures and diagrams to help explain complicated concepts. This was my

only study tool and I passed the test the first time. I am 14 and thought it clearly explained

everything. There was one mistake in the book so for anyone buying it the correct answer for

question G9B02 is "B". The explanation for the question is correct just the letter was wrong!

great book and would recommend to anyone having trouble with the concepts”

Christian Lenoir, “Very good book for amateur radio general class exam. Very useful for

studying towards the general class exam. Used this same book for the tech exam and aced it. It

goes straight to the point. Still, I have heftier books as well to accompany this one read through

with more time and continue learning. This won't teach the "why" (at least not in depth--it only

provides the pool of Q&A and a short description of "why" and where to go to for a longer

explanation)”

Sean M. Butler, “Excellent test guide for the General Ham license. This test guide gives lengthy

discussions of the answers; you could almost skip having to purchase other study materials

and just use this. Not only would you pass the test easily, the additional material gives you

training beyond the bare minimum. I still recommend using additional materials for breadth and

really learning the subject, but if simply passing the test is your goal then this is a good way to

go.”

John, “Teaches the Test. This book should only be used after studying the companion license

manual, and is a good way to review before taking the test. Every question from the test pool is

presented along with the correct answer and an explanation of why it is correct.”

im2lar, “A Great Study Guide !. A great Study Guide, and inexpensive way to Earn your

General License.This Q&A gives you an Explanation for the correct answer.You can actually

Learn the concepts, rather than just trying to memorize.”

The book by ARRL Inc. has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 74 people have provided feedback.
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